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DOCTOR CATSON PROFESSOR MORIRATTY

My name is Sherlock Bones (world-class detective and professional calculation 
cracker). It is my job to solve conundrums using my superb maths skills and 

to catch cunning criminals when I can. 

Can you help me in my Addition and Subtraction Adventure and track down my 
evil archenemy, Professor Moriratty, in the process? You will earn medals as you 
progress, and the puzzles will test different numeracy skills as you work your way 
through the book. My faithful accomplice, Dr Catson, and I are on board to offer 
you some helpful hints throughout. 
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OH NO! There has been a robbery at Mrs Moo’s shop. 
Can you <??!BC the cost of the stolen items 

to calculate the ;A;<7? 

Catson is about to promote some of the cadet cats and
 dogs. She needs to count how many police badges are 
in the stock room. Can you help her calculate the total?

Adding together two A?? numbers /*D/E( creates an 8F8: number. 

#$%&'()*%+&,)

Is the statement below!0#1' or G/*('?

-)%&./&0%1+%2&0345%+&
23&1$%16&2$'2&/37&$'5%&

2$%&+,8$2&'()*%+9&

Cat son and I us e <??@;@A: (+) to calculat e a tota l. 
Th is wee k, for inst ance, I have eat en 5!H!4!H!6I!

cans of dog foo d, which make s a whopp ing  6J 
cans in tota l. Solving  crimes is hung ry work!

Use your awesome add it ion skill s to solve the foll owing  puzz les:

The ;A;<7 cost of the stolen items is

+

+ =

+

"#$%&'!*'+'*

:37&1'(&7)%&'&;,%1%&3<&;';%+&
23&=32&>3*(&/37+&*3+6,(8)9&

?<&/37&8%2&)2716&'>>,(8&.
3+%&2$'(&

2*3&(7.@%+)&238%2$%+A&2+
/&'(>&@+%'6&

2$%&)7.&,(23&)%12,3()A&4,6
%&)3B

5!H!K!H!66!L!M
5!H!K!L!6I

<:?!6I!H!66!L!46

£

MRS MOO
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(@9C78!(BN;=<O;@A:
Cat son and I us e PBN;=<O;@A: ( ) to ta ke  away from a number.

On Monday, for ex am ple, Dr Cat son bought Q cans of cat  foo d and she at e 5
of them. We can, therefore, work out  that  Cat son only has 6 can left :

.1&&*'!Q
Catson has been dusting for prints at the crime scene. She’s 

been using different colours (N7B8R S=88:R =8?!and!>877AT) for 
different animals. How many paw prints did she fi nd altogether?

Add the N7B8 
and S=88: prints 
together. What is 

the ;A;<7? 

How many N7B8!
prints are there?

How many S=88: 
prints are there?

.1&&*'!J
Catson and I have followed some of Moriratty’s gang into the sewers, but 
several of the rungs on the ladders are missing. Can you use your super 

subtraction skills to help us get to the bottom of each ladder safely? 

LADDER 1
0$374>&$'5%&
EF&+7(8)

G&+7(8)&
.,)),(8

This puzzle can 
be written as 
6I!U!5!L!M

How many 
rungs are left 
on the ladder? 

How many 
rungs are left 
on the ladder? 

How many 
rungs are left 
on the ladder? 

Add the =8? 
and >877AT prints 
together. What is 

the ;A;<7? 

How many =8?!
prints are there?

How many >877AT
prints are there?

LADDER 2
0$374>&$'5%&
EC&+7(8)

LADDER 3
0$374>&$'5%&
!F&+7(8)

Use your superb subtract ion skill s to solve the foll owing  puzz les:

"&+7(8)&
.,)),(8

H&+7(8)&
.,)),(8

- =

  5 + 2 =

  6 + 5 =

12 + 9 =

13 + 5 =

7 + 6 =

8 + 4 =

21 + 10 =

36 + 11 =

9 + 3 =

6 + 4 =

17 + 4 =

43 + 10 =

V1)WXG)#'!V1)&
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I%+%J)&'(&%K'.;4%&
3<&'&;7LL4%&2$'2&$')&
@%%(&13.;4%2%>9&

In order to be a world class  detect ive, your ment al ag ilit y has to be lightning  quick. 

Use your number knowledge to fi  nd the miss ing  numbers in this puzz le sect ion.

.1&&*'!Z
Catson and I use number bonds to crack cases. 

Can you crunch the numbers and fi nd the hidden answers?

Th is is a&:B9N8=!NA:?.&
It shows the relat ionship 

betwee n numbers when you 
add  or subtract  from them. 

By loo king  at  this number bond, 
you can determine the foll owing :

#$'2&M&Q!H![!L!6I
#$'2&M&6I!U![!L!Q!
#$'2&M&6I!U!Q!L![!D H

EF

V1)WXG)#'!V1)&

Success! We’ve found one of Moriratty’s safe houses. Catson has been 
watching the property for some time. She saw JI rats enter the house. After 
that, 4[ left, followed by a further 6\. How many rats remain in the house?

Pablo Pollock had two paintings in his gallery. The pictures 
were collectively worth £JI in total. One of the paintings 
was stolen by a mystery thief. The stolen painting was 
worth £65. What is the value of the remaining painting?

.1&&*'![

.1&&*'!K

#$%&'()*%+&,)

#$%&'()*%+&,)

9 – 5 =

17 – 7 =

33 – 4 =

51 – 10 =

12 – 7 =

18 – 5 =

46 – 8 =

65 – 30 =

15 – 13 =

28 – 6 =

58 – 9 =

83 – 21 =

EF

EG

!C N ED

EC

!! !N

CF
HO

D

!"

EF

E! " H

!!

G

JI

£
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MORIrATTY MiSCHIEF
"#$%&'

Someone has stolen the Diamond of Digits from the National Museum 
of Priceless Artefacts. The diamond was on display atop the Pyramid of Peril. 
We suspect Professor Moriratty may have been up to his dirty tricks again, 

but we need to scale the pyramid in order to dust for paw prints. 

Can you solve the puzzle below to earn your "#$%&'-level medal? 

.1&&*'!6I
Catson thinks Moriratty’s gang has been using a network of sewer systems to commit 
some of their crimes. She has noticed that they enter and exit using different manhole 
covers, the sum of which always adds up to 6II. If, for example, the gang entered a 
manhole with the number 4I on it, the other end would have ZI on it. Can you trace 

the routes of the rats and work out which number should appear on each cover? 

.1&&*'!\ .1&&*'!66
Dr Catson and I think we may have uncovered one of Professor Moriratty’s secret 
hideouts. However, in order to uncover the access code for the door, we need to 

solve the puzzle. Put your number skills to the test to gain the correct code.

4I 6I J

H
H H H

U
5 4 K

THE ACCESS CODE IS:

A purse was reported stolen a few days ago. Catson and I raced to the scene 
of the crime, but could not catch the culprit. A few days later, the purse was 

handed in to the police station by an anonymous mouse. Curious indeed! 

The victim said that the purse had £90 in it. Take a look 
at the evidence and see if you can solve the sums.

#$%&@4316)&*3+6&,(&2$%&)'.%&
*'/&')&(7.@%+&@3(>)9&#$%&(7.@%+)&
,(&@4316)&(%K2&23&3(%&'(32$%+&1'(&@%&
'>>%>&238%2$%+&23&%P7'4&2$%&(7.@%+&,(&
2$%&@4316&'@35%&2$%.9&?(&2$%&.,>>4%&
3<&2$%&@3223.&+3*A&<3+&%K'.;4%A&

Z!H![!L!6Q The number in the 
>877AT!N=@O]!is

The number in 
the!=8?!N=@O]!is

The number in the!
S=88:!N=@O]!is

How much 
was stolen?

How much 
money is left? 

M

M MZ [

\6Q6K

M M

[I

\I

JI QK

5K
5I

ZJ

KZ

#3&)345%&2$%&
/%443*&@+,16A&/37&*,44&
$'5%&23&*3+6&372&*$,1$&
(7.@%+)&@%43(8&,(&2$%&
2*3&@+,16)&@%(%'2$&,29&

EVIDEN
CE

£ £
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Dr Catson has been cracking some addition 
and subtraction calculations. However, she has 

since discovered that some of the numbers have 
vanished. She must have been using the invisible 
ink by mistake! Can you deduce what numbers 

are missing in the following problems?

QR#&SRTU&:R-V&WU0TXV0#R&Y-ZZ[X0&E&WUS&!&RU&W&0\VWY&R]&YWYXV9

.1&&*'!6_!/--)0)$%

.1&&*'!4_!(1"0#/W0)$%

5
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J
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Z
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4
6
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5
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K
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K
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[

\

[
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\
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Z
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4

H

U

H

U

H

U

H

U

H

H

U

H

Now, can you ADD together all of the missing numbers in .1&&*'!6?

Now, can you ADD together all of the missing numbers in .1&&*'!4? 

To prove that you are a SILVER-level puzzle solver, can you 

subtract the .1&&*'!4 total from the .1&&*'!6 total? 

#$%&#R#W[&,)&

#$%&#R#W[&,)&

#$%&WU0TXV&,)&

Column  puzz les are us eful when you want  to add  or subtract  
big numbers. You mus t st art  by fi  rst  solving  the ONES CoLUMn 

(on the right hand side). Th en you can move on to the TENS COLUMn. 

IN
Vi

Si
BL

E 
IN

K

OT

?<&2$%&(7.@%+)&,(&2$%&ONES CoLUMn&'>>&
7;&23&2%(&3+&'@35%A&/37&*,44&
(%%>&23&1'++/&'&^EJ&'1+3))&
23&2$%&TENS COLUMn9&
#$,)&,)&1'44%>&VX_VR-Y?U_&
')&*%&$'5%&VX_VR-YXS&2%(&3(%)&,(23&3(%&2%(9&

?<&/37&1'((32&)7@2+'12&2$%&(7.@%+)&,(&2$%&ONES CoLUMn&&`@%1'7)%&2$%&)%13(>&(7.@%+&,)&@,88%+&2$'(&2$%&<,+)2aA&/37J44&$'5%&23&@3++3*&<+3.&2$%&>,8,2&,(&2$%&TENS COLUMn9&W8',(A&2$,)&,)&1'44%>&VX_VR-Y?U_9&#$,)&2,.%&*%&'+%&VX_VR-Y?U_&3(%&2%(&,(23&2%(&3(%)9

OT
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